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How to deal with extreme
u-joint applications

From the Curtis website, you can plug into the logic process of
sizing a u-joint for a particular load. Doing so will give you a u-joint
that will meet 90 per cent of the
applications that one is likely to
encounter. . . where loads are
more or less constant, the en-
vironment is relatively dry and
dust free, and temperatures are
moderate.

In real-life industry, how-
ever, the "typical" application
can seem like the exception.
This probably sounds familiar:
Your application involves the
occasional turning of a shaft
that drives a gear that is more often or not rust frozen. Or, perhaps,
your u-joint must turn a valve that is located on a distillation tower and
temperatures are often boiler like.

In this issue, we talk about some off-the-wall applications and
what you can do to extend the life of u-joints used in them.

Surviving dirt
A lot of the u-joints that ship out of our factory are in service in

tire factories, foundries, quarries, granaries, food milling plants, and
are applications where small, abrasive particles are ever present. If
these particles get into the pin area of a u-joint, life of the joint will be
shortened by 80 per cent or more.

It is for these circumstances that u-joint boots were invented.
Boots are the simplest way of blocking out contaminants. Be sure to
specify boots for any application where joints are subject to external
contamination. The extended service life of the joint will more than
offset the added cost of the boot.

Here are some applications where we would strongly suggest
using boots with u-joints:

D Compactors
D Actuators
D Farm equipment
D Foundry conveyors
D Stone crushers
D Bakeries
D Milling plants
D Forest product plants
D Aggregate conveyors
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Just in case of overload
The u-joint that you specified based on anticipated load for an aggregate moving conveyor will

serve well until someone drops a huge rock on the conveyor. Then the joint that drives the conveyor
needs to have some built-in overload capacity.

Unfortunately, there is no set rule of thumb about how much overload capacity to use for specific
applications. Experience is the only guide. So, here are some safety factors that you may use when
you begin a design evaluation. All values are based on empirical experience and should be taken
as estimates only. Where safety factors are critical to personnel or operational safety, they must
be determined experimentally.
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What to do about corrosion
All scientific and well reasoned calculations about u-joint size go out the window when one is

forced to consider corrosion of the joint or-worse-corrosion of the device that it operates. Even in
the mildest form, corrosion is like painting a window shut. The affected mechanism may not budge
when you attempt to move it. U-joints that must turn a corroded actuator or
other mechanism can experience overloads far beyond anything they were
designed for.

Clearly, the best way to fight corrosion is to prevent
it, particularly on moving parts. Seals, boots, and coatings
form a barrier to prevent the electro/chemical path that is
necessary for corrosion to occur. A spray of oii or wax can
sometimes help, if it will not get slung off and become a
problem elsewhere. In any case, block the path of corrosion
and you stop the corrosion.

When the going gets hot
Heat is to machine parts as blood pressure is to humans. Some is necessary, but too much

causes things to go haywire, often when you least expect them.
For u-joints, heat first becomes a problem when it reaches a point where it affects seals and

boots. If seals and boots reach their softening point (around 230 F/110 C), then they can sag and
lose their elasticity and begin to leak. This results in loss of lubricant and accelerated wear on the
pins in the joint.

A little higher up the temperature scale (around 250 F/121 C), lubricants begin to break down,
oxidize, and lose their lubricating properties. Destruction of u-joint pins will not be far behind. If
you are going to use a u-joint near a furnace, engine exhaust, smoke stack, oven, or other known
heat source, we suggest that you switch your lubricant from the standard mineral-based grease to a
synthetic high-temperature bearing lubricant. This will allow the u-joint to operate safely in the 1000
F/538 C range.



Vibration and fatigue
Vibration is like a pounding hammer on machine parts/ncludirla the bearing areas of u-joints.

The greater the amplitude, the greater destructive power orthe vibrafcon. Even vibration that is not
great can cause fatigue in u-joints. Eventually, this will lea/to premawre pin failure.

There is a whole industry dedicated to monitoring, praHicting, and impairing the damage done by
vibration to rotating equipment, and we will not recreate thit industry herV But there are some simple
things that you can do to cut down vibration and increas/the life of youVi-joints.

Minimize misalignment. Curtis u-joints are renown for enabling ueers to operate equipment
over large angles of misalignment, but misalignment recessarily generates vibration as the joint or
coupling redirects the driving torque. Reduce misalig/ment and you instarlly reduce vibration.

Balance rotating parts. If the agitator that you sre driving is a couple oV>unces out (Balance, it
will start to shake apart everything around it, includi/g the u-joint on the shal

Straighten bent shafts. A bent shaft from a/iotor or conveyor is a prwie sourof of \bration.
It won't get better with time. It's got to be straightened because this vibration will affe/everything to
which the shaft is connected . . . moto/Btearings,li-joints, gear teeth, roll facingb, yq/name il

Avoid resonance. You may noroe able to Miminate all vibration, but at allVosp you mus^void
resonance. Every maltone or physical objefct haf a natural frequency at which it wyates when sVuck.
Avoid operating equio|fierl̂ t a spee/that proVials vibration at or near that frequency. This is resonance
and it is as unpleasirit as staring /weekend inp with your least favorite relative. At resonance, vibra-
tion becomes hug/y magnnlted ^nd the machine will literally shake itself apart. Surprisingly, a num-
ber of process mirchines ope\i]p above resonance, and this can be done safely if you pass through
resonance quic .̂ One of the tricks that some users have applied over the years is to add weight
to a machine; cesonance is an inverse function of mass and adding weight lowers the critical speed
below the operating speed.

Notes from the stock room
Want to find out how to make "torque
turn a corner?" Check out our recent
article in MACHINE DESIGN.

Our Chief Engineer, Bill McCombe,
has struck again. He published an
article in the June 6 edition of MACHINE
DESIGN magazine that explains how
to get torque directed around extreme
angles of misalignment.

Curtis u-joints are one of the few
mechanisms that can make torque turn
a corner, and in the article, Bill describes
how to apply u-joints to high-angle ap-
plications.

With a single joint, our block-and-
pin units can turn shafts that are mis-
aligned up to 35°. Double joints can
handle up to 70° degrees of misalign-
ment. Unlike cardan (automotive-type)
joints or flexible shafts, block-and-pin

joints also work well under extreme torque
where sliding parts may be rust frozen or
heavily loaded.

The article walks a reader through the
process of sizing a u-joint, using an exam-
ple of a valve operating drive that must turn
in cramped quarters.

In addition, there is a table of proper-
ties that compares the relative merits of
the three common devices used to work
under high angles of misalignment. When it
comes to high angle/high torque situations,
there is only one logical choice.

Print a copy of the article from the
magazine website:

Goto:
www.MACHINEDESIGN.com

Search June 6 issue for
"Turning torque around a corner"
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U-joints below the surface of the water

The awesome power that
you see here in the US Navy
submarine Los Angeles depends
to a considerable extent on a couple of small u-
joints from Curtis Universal. Our u-joints link
turning mechanismsj<v valves
that control the ballast on the boat.
To dive, it takes on sea wate*; to
surface, it expels the same sea f
through these critical valves. Because
of the complexity of the layout of the
interior of the sub, the valve drives must
be routed around oth$r devjces. We are
happy to say that over the long history of
using Curtis u-joints on our submarines,
there has never been a failure.
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